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I’m going to tell you all about trying to detect neutrinos,

and in the process you will hear tales of: 

boundless

ambition

catastrophic

failure

triumphant 

discovery

and just a

touch of

madness



Let’s start at the very beginning 

(a very good place to start):

Wolfgang Pauli’s famous 1930

letter in which the neutrino

– called the “neutron” until 

Fermi renamed it in 1934 –

was first proposed.



Dear Radioactive Ladies and Gentlemen, 

…I have hit upon a desperate remedy to save the…law 

of conservation of energy…there could 

exist…electrically neutral particles, that I wish to call 

neutrons, which have spin 1/2 and obey the exclusion 

principle and which further differ from light quanta in 

that they do not travel with the velocity of light. 

I agree that my remedy could seem incredible… 

But only the one who dare can win…

…dear radioactive people, look and judge. 

Your humble servant

W. Pauli 



Pauli thought this idea was so crazy he didn’t publish it!

Twenty years later, along came the first really 

serious, but still crazy,  proposal to detect neutrinos.

It was suggested by a 32 year 

old named Frederick Reines, 

a protégé of an even younger

(well, 63 days younger) 

Richard Feynman. 

However, this proposal probably isn’t the 

experiment you’re thinking of right now.



This sketch is from 

Fred’s 1st proposal.

It was approved!



So, essentially

Fred asked for his 

very own, private

above-ground

atomic test, and 

was told,

“Well, sure, you 

go right ahead.

We’ll set aside a 

nuclear bomb

just for you.”

Ah, the 1950’s!



Hey… they 

forgot one! 

Neutrino Sources

After over sixty years, 

this is still an unobserved

source of neutrinos, 

because Fred suddenly

thought of a better way.



It took Fred and his team several more years and a few

approved experiments until they finally managed 

to detect neutrinos. These pictures are from an

unsuccessful experiment at the Hanford reactor in 1953.



At last, success!  

The first certain neutrino detection 

took place in 1956 at the Savannah River 

nuclear reactor in South Carolina.

39 long years later, Reines would finally be given 

the 1995 Nobel Prize in physics for this discovery.



1.8 MeV 

threshold



Now that the neutrino had been discovered, it was

time to consider other sources and look for them, too.

One likely candidate: cosmic rays



[Slide by F. Reines]



Muon

Flux

vs.

Depth

km-w-e 

roughly 

equals

depth 

underground

in meters

times 3



So, if you want to look for neutrinos from

cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere,

you have to go deep.  Really deep.

And this is as deep as it gets:

The East Rand

gold mine 

in South

Africa,

circa 1964

Extends 3585 

meters

below ground!



So, Fred Reines

(a professor at 

Case Western 

Institute in 

Cleveland, Ohio) 

and his crew headed 

off to apartheid-era 

South Africa.







The Case Western Irvine/South Africa Neutrino Detector 

[CWI/SAND]

Boxes of liquid scintillator viewed with

Two 5-inch PMT’s on each end



Digging

out the 

experimental

space,

circa 1964



“Putty,”an 

explosives

expert

employed

by the mine,

was killed

during the

course 

of the

experiment







Downward-going Muon 

(background) 

Horizontal Muon

(neutrino signal)





Fred Reines

and his

team had

done 

it again!



They saw the 

very first 

atmospheric

neutrino, but

theirs was 

not the first

publication.

This time,

they had

competition.



The Kolar Gold Field 

experiment in India

saw their first atm neutrino

two months after SAND,

but KGF managed to 

get published first!



The next chapter in underground neutrino physics 

opened in the late 1970’s.

Unified field theories had become popular, 

and one in particular, SU(5), made testable

predictions on the proton lifetime.

Of course, it was still a pretty high number 

(around 1029 years or so) and so would

require observing a lot of protons to prove.

If you want a lot of protons and you want to

be able to look at all of them without spending

too much money, a great big

tank of clear water is your best bet.



Because they were looking for proton decay, which 

emits around 1 GeV of energy in a specific pattern,

the shielding requirements were less severe 

for the new generation of experiments 

than they had been for SAND.

One no longer had to find the deepest mine 

in the world to do your work.  Instead of 8 km.w.e.,

2 km.w.e. would be okay.

The Reines group, now based at the University of

California, Irvine, joined forces with groups from

the University of Michigan and Brookhaven

National Laboratory, to build the IMB

experiment in the Morton Salt Mine in Cleveland, Ohio.



Proposal Submitted to DoE 

May 31st, 1979

Proposal Approved

November 28th, 1979

Excavation Began

November 30th, 1979



IMB was the first large-

scale water Cherenkov 

detector: 7000 tons H2O

Relativistic charged 

particles would make rings 

of light on the inner wall of 

the detector.  The rings 

would then be imaged by 

photomultiplier tubes.



This detector was going to be very big – a cube about 20 

meters on a side. To save money, a salt mine was used, 

since it’s easier to excavate salt than hard rock.

Also, there was no big metal tank holding the water. 

A plastic liner kept the water away from the salt.



September, 1981



Full of water,

with 5-inch

PMT’s

Late 1982



They had really expected to 

– and had told the funding agency that they would –

find proton decay right away. 

But after only 80 days of running, and no proton decay

candidates observed, the proton lifetime

had to be over 5 X 10 31 years.

 By April of 1983, minimal SU(5) was dead! 

However, by the summer of 1983 a strange effect had 

been noticed in the observed atmospheric neutrinos 

(the main background to the proton decay search).



There should have been 

about two muon-type events

for every electron-type event.

But there seemed to 

be too few muons.

A detector upgrade was 

proposed and approved,

perhaps in part because by

then they had serious

competition from a new

player in the game.





“He was one day 

younger than me, so he 

had to do as I said.” 

A professor at the 

University of Tokyo,  

Masatoshi Koshiba,  

had convinced his friend

and UTokyo classmate 

(and now the head of 

Hamamatsu 

Photomultiplier Tube

Company) to try and make

a tube an unbelievable

20” in diameter.



Incredibly, 

Hamamatsu did it!

Here’s a publicity

shot announcing

the technological

breakthrough.

It was so unwieldy the 

process could not

be easily automated.

Every tube was made

out of hand-blown glass.



Equipped with his powerful 

new tool, Koshiba also

had his sights set on

discovering proton

decay.

By 1983 he and his 

team were busy building 

the Kamiokande

detector, in rural, 

mountainous central

Japan.

It was about ½ the size

of IMB, but more sensitive. 







Kamiokande also noticed something strange going 

on with the atmospheric muon neutrinos.

They tended to use the ratio-of-ratios approach to

discuss the data.  Eventually this became standard.

(nm/ne)
data

R = -------------------

(nm/ne)
Monte Carlo



But then, at 07:35:41 UT on February 23th, 1987, 

both IMB and Kamiokande got a nice surprise:

This was

22 years

to the day

since the 

first ATM

neutrino

was seen.



Kamiokande
IMB

Baksan





Supernova 1987A re-energized the neutrino field, 

and (at least in my opinion) did a lot to help make

the next generation of detectors a reality.

They were also driven by important neutrino findings 

coming out of an upgraded Kamiokande:

First proof 

neutrinos

are made 

by the Sun.

But here, not

enough ne!



In Japan neutrinos were (and are) quite popular. 

In the late 1980’s there started serious talk 

of building something called Super-Kamiokande.

But something important had changed in a decade… 



Kamiokande = 

Kamioka Nucleon Decay Experiment

Super-Kamiokande = Super

Kamioka Neutrino Detection Experiment

Neutrinos – atmospheric, solar, and supernova –

were now the stars of the show!



By 1990 things were looking pretty good 

(if a bit confusing – where were the missing nu’s?) 

for atmospheric and solar neutrinos 

in both the US and Japan.

But IMB’s luck was about to run out…



Over Easter weekend in 1991, the plastic bag 

holding IMB’s 7000 tons of water sprang a leak.

This had actually happened before, and each time 

divers had been quickly sent in to patch the leaks.

Acting fast was important, because behind the plastic

liner and a thin layer of concrete was nothing but salt.

But this was a long holiday weekend, and they

could not get into the mine!



By the time they did, it was too late…



By the time they did, it was too late…

Disaster in a nutshell

---!



The laboratory dissolved...

and that was the salty end of IMB.

Meanwhile, in Japan, construction had 

begun on Super-Kamiokande.
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Super-Kamiokande 50000 tons ultra-pure water

1 km overburden = 2700 m.w.e.

22500 tons fiducial volume



Koshiba had been forced to retire (due to turning 60) 

right after SN1987A, and so the leader of Super-K 

was to be the senior member of the 

Kamiokande team, Yoji Totsuka.



1991



After a proposal to the DoE to rebuild IMB was 

turned down, senior members of the collaboration

(Reines had also retired by then) traveled to 

Japan to see if joining Super-K was a possibility.  

Although there was some initial resistance,

Totsuka graciously welcomed them aboard.

It was agreed that the US would provide the veto

counter for Super-K.  They used 1885 8” PMT’s 

salvaged from the wreckage of IMB to instrument it.

The additional manpower was needed, too, as the 

Super-K construction surged ahead.



1994



Kamiokande was still taking data during this period.  

In 1994, they put out a very important result.





Agreed

With

IMB

But this 

was new



And this! 

Higher

statistics

data was

eagerly

awaited…

and there

wouldn’t

be long

to wait.



June 1995



July 1995



September 1995



September 1995,  3 days later



September 1995, two weeks after that



October 1995



October 1995



I’ve been a part of 

Super-K (and wearing 

brightly-colored shirts) 

from its very early days…

October 1995

January 1996



January 1996



January 1996

After half a decade

of construction, 

data taking began

precisely on

schedule

at 00:00 JST

on April 1, 1996



12 MeV

solar n

Result of n-e

elastic 

scattering:

points back

in solar

direction



603 MeV

atmospheric

muon n

Note sharp

edge of ring

from muon

produced by

nm-nucleon

interaction



492 MeV

atmospheric

electron n

Note diffuse

edge of ring

from electron

produced by

ne-nucleon

interaction



Because Super-K has 22X the fiducial volume 

of Kamiokande, it quickly surpassed the old data set… 

in many cases, in just two or three months!

Two years after turning on, Super-K hosted the 

Neutrino 1998 conference in Takayama, Japan.

The Japanese head of the atmospheric neutrino

analysis group, Takaaki Kajita, was ready to 

make a big announcement.

“The discovery of 

neutrino oscillations

has been confirmed.”



Kajita’s key

transparency 

from his 

Neutrino 98

presentation

Super-K ran

another three

years before 

being drained

for refurbishment

in July 2001

One person in particular 

was most interested…



No Oscillation

(sin22q23=1.0, Dm2
23=2.5X10-3 eV2)

1489 days of data



SK-I: 8B Solar Neutrino Flux

8B flux = 2.35  0.02  0.08 [x106/cm2/s]

Data / SSMBP2004 = 0.406 0.004(stat.) +0.014 -0.013 (syst.)

22400  230

solar n events

PLB539 (2002) 179

Electron total energy: 5.0-20MeV

May 31, 1996 – July 15, 2001

(1496 days )

Data / SSMBP2000 = 0.465 0.005(stat.) +0.016 -0.015 (syst.)



Picture of the Sun in neutrino “light.”



We worked all summer in 2001, draining the water 

out and replacing the few percent of PMT’s which 

had failed during five years of continuous operation.

Then we started to refill the tank.

The tank was about 2/3rd full on November 12, 2001…



November 12, 2001



November 12, 2001



“We will rebuild 

the detector.  

There is no 

question.”

Spokesman Toksuka’s November 13th, 2001 

Announcement to His Grieving Collaboration



Special implosion-proof

housings were

developed for

the Super-K PMT’s

We cleaned up the

tank, rearranged the 

surviving inner PMT’s,

replaced the outer PMT’s,

and 13 months

after the disaster 

we were taking 

data again!



We were back in the neutrino business just in 

time to watch Koshiba to receive his 

Nobel Prize for SN1987A.

December 10, 2002



Eventually, half of the 2015 Nobel Prize in physics 

(shared with SNO’s Art McDonald) went to Takaaki Kajita

for Super-K’s 1998 discovery of neutrino oscillations.

October 6, 2015







SK-I: 40% PMT Coverage SK-II: 19% PMT Coverage

April 1996  July 2001              December 2002  September 2005



SK-III/IV: 40% PMT Coverage

April 2006  September 2008  May 2018



Wait… what happened to Super-K in May 2018?

Well, on July 30th, 2002, at ICHEP2002 in Amsterdam,

Yoichiro Suzuki, then the newly appointed head of SK, 

said to me during a coffee break,

“We must find a way to get the new physics.”



Inspired by this call to action, theorist John Beacom
and I wrote the original GADZOOKS!

(Gadolinium Antineutrino Detector Zealously 

Outperforming Old Kamiokande, Super!) paper.

It proposed loading big WC detectors, specifically Super-K, 
with water soluble gadolinium, and evaluated the physics 

potential and backgrounds of a giant antineutrino detector.

[Beacom and Vagins, Phys. Rev. Lett., 93:171101, 2004]
(361 citations  one every 15 days for fifteen years)



Here’s the very

first transparency

(i.e., what we older folks 

used before PowerPoint 

but after glass slides) 

I ever showed on the 

topic…

over sixteen years ago.

Please note the subtitle:

“A Serious SK Upgrade 

Suggestion”



After many years of testing and study - and about $10M in 

equipment - no technical showstoppers have been encountered. 

And so…  

June 27, 2015:  The Super-Kamiokande Collaboration 

approved the addition of gadolinium sulfate to the 

detector, pending discussions with T2K.

January 30, 2016: The T2K Collaboration approved addition of 

gadolinium sulfate to Super-Kamiokande, with the precise timing 

to be jointly determined based on the needs of both projects.

July 26, 2017: The official start time of 

draining the SK tank to prepare for Gd

loading was decided  June 1, 2018.



Entering Super-K for the first time since 2006; June 1st, 2018

Main jobs to get ready for Gd loading:

1) Fix SK leak

2) Clean up interior

3) Replace dead PMTs

4) Augment internal plumbing



Inside Super-K veto region (top); June 6th, 2018

From March 2018  October 2018, 

2683 person-days of work were required!



Inside Super-K; June 10th, 2018



Super-K veto region (side) with floating floor; June 23rd, 2018

Applying special low-background 

MineGuard sealant



Looking down into the Super-K tank; July 12th, 2018



Looking down into the Super-K tank; August 14th, 2018



Looking down into the Super-K tank; August 26th, 2018

Following 

~3000 person-

days of 

refurbishment 

work, as of 

Feb. 2019 the 

detector is now 

refilled with 

pure water and 

taking data, 

ready for the 

addition of 

gadolinium!



Expected timeline for SK-Gd

2017       2018       2019        2020       2021      2022 

Schedule

Approved

SK In-Tank Upgrade Work

Install New SK 

Water Systems, Computing, Calibration 

SK Pure Water Running

SK Running with 0.01% Gd (50% eff.)

Increased Loading, up to 0.1% Gd (90% eff.)

We expect to have collected the 

world’s first diffuse supernova 

neutrinos before 2022!



Name Location Main Goal Water

Volume

Loaded 

with 

Gd2(SO4)3

EGADS Kamioka Gd R&D,

SN Watch

200 tons Since 2013

ANNIE Fermilab High-E 

Neutron 

Multiplicity

26 tons 2019

Super-K-VI Kamioka DSNB, SN 

Burst, PDK, 

ATM/Solar/LB

Neutrinos

50 ktons 2019/20

XENONnT

Water Shield

Gran 

Sasso

Dark Matter

Detection

700 tons 2020

WATCHMAN Boulby Nuclear Non-

proliferation

Demonstrator

6 ktons 2022

Hyper-K(-II) Kamioka DSNB, SN 

Burst, PDK, 

ATM/Solar/LB

Neutrinos

258 ktons 2028(?)

Gd-H2O: Everybody’s Doing It, Man…



How did I learn all

of this history, hear all of 

these stories?  

Well, I exist in

a superposition state

between the US and Japan.

I even have an office in 

Reines Hall at UCI,

and teach in 

Koshiba Hall at UTokyo.

My Japanese office at IPMU

is adjacent to Kajita’s

office at ICRR.



This Friday I will 

make my 250th

trip to Japan!

Apparently neutrinos 

are not the only

massive things 

that oscillate.

So until next time…

sayonara, dudes!


